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Envision  
enable  
enjoy 
Expressive, meaningful and inviting 
design is about creating spaces which 
energise and visually inspire individuals 
to think differently. Accents of bright 
colours, the use of different materials, 
shapes and interactive elements are 
commonly featured within today’s 
architectural designs to form an 
interesting and diverse appearance. 

The Komfort Koncept range allows designers to truly design; to 
transform interiors into something quite spectacular and to make  
a space not just practical yet beautiful, creative and inspiring.  
The scope of what is possible is almost endless. Be inspired by 
our portfolio and transform glass partitioning into something with 
depth and interest.  
 
Komfort|Koncept
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Mesh

Add character, intrigue and surprising beauty to your space 
with our mesh panels. Designers are embracing the varied 
stylistic qualities of mesh, enhancing the architectural 
features of a room and adding another dimension of texture. 
Not to mention the added varying degrees of privacy that 
mesh panels can offer.  

Spaces that require high acoustic performance don’t have to 
compromise on design. Using Polar 100’s specially designed 
snap-in profile, Komfort’s double glazed partitioning can 
accommodate mesh panels of any style, texture and colour 
between the panes of glass to complement or add contrast 
to any interior. Manufactured with creativity and flexibility  
in mind.

Komfort|Koncept
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LED Glass

Set the scene and uplift any space with the 
beauty of our LED lighting. Different colours, 
intensities and styles of the LED Lighting can 
be incorporated into partitioning systems to 
reflect brand colours and create a calming yet 
impactful space. 

With intelligent design, Komfort offer two LED 
technology systems to bring a space to life. 
The first is Komfort’s LED Halo system which 
involves fixing a LED strip around the perimeter 
of the glazing channel prior to the glass being 
installed, creating a ‘halo’ effect. The second 
is Komfort’s LED Captivate system, which 
combines state-of-the-art glass technology to 
transform the glazing into a large TV screen to 
present static and moving content. Best used 
in public spaces including reception areas, this 
system is the ultimate way to captivate an 
audience.

Komfort|Koncept
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Curved Glass

Curves are used in design to connect elements within a space 
and when combined with straight lines create a unified whole. 
Used to perfectly balance a setting, Komfort’s curved glass 
brings a sense of creativity to a space, as well as making any 
interior stand out from the ordinary. 

A curved effect can be created using faceted flat glass 
panels, but Komfort’s partitioning system is designed to allow 
you to specify curved glass to create a truly seamless and 
high-end appearance to elevate any design. This specialist 
solution is designed and manufactured by us to the highest 
standards of quality. 

Komfort|Koncept
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Manifestations/Digital 
Printed and Etched Glass

Complement interior decor, brand identity and natural 
lighting with Komfort’s manifestations, digitally printed and 
etched glass. These additions uplift spaces into imaginative 
environments, whilst also providing a degree of privacy to 
meet safety regulations and allowing light to be shared.

Visually inspire with limitless designs, colours and styles.  
For manifestations the printed design is adhered to the glass; 
for digitally printed glass the design is printed directly onto 
the glass; for etched glass the designs are etched into the 
glass. Bring glass partitions to life in a completely unique 
and characterful way. 

Komfort|Koncept 
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SwitchGlass

In a busy environment privacy is vital. As an alternative  
to blinds, Komfort’s SwitchGlass offers privacy to the 
fullest extent using visually enhancing and space  
saving technology.

Experience instantaneous privacy control through 
Komfort’s SwitchGlass technology, which can either be 
face applied to a range of glass types or integrated within 
a bespoke laminated glass. The glass changes from 
opaque to clear instantly at the flick of a switch, creating 
the feeling of seclusion. 

Komfort|Concept
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Stained Glass

Inviting traditional design and Art Deco aesthetics with a 
modern interpretation, Komfort’s stained glass can create 
interesting shades of colour and a sense of fun, whilst also 
providing a degree of privacy. 

For a powerful design which stands the test of time and 
helps control light flow, Komfort’s stained glass can be 
specified with any of Komfort’s glazed partitioning systems, 
looking particularly striking with Kross Glaze.  

Komfort|Koncept 
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Magnetic and 
Whiteboard Glass
 
Encourage employees to release their creativity, share 
their ideas and collaborate amongst each other using 
Komfort’s magnetic and whiteboard glass. This elegant 
system helps to create a flexible and adaptable working 
environment by eliminating the requirement for drilling 
holes and hanging whiteboards. 

Ideal for break-out areas and meeting rooms, this 
interactive glazing system is available in a range of 
colour options, helps heighten imaginations and form a 
greater sense of community. 
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Kross Glaze 600

Komfort’s industrial style glazing brings an intriguing and 
characterful way of dividing open-plan spaces into beautiful 
private areas, with an Art Deco aesthetic. When balanced 
with contrasting natural materials, exposed brickwork and 
biophilic design, Kross Glaze comes to life.  

Komfort’s Kross Glaze system allows designers to be 
creative with the glazing and panes and is available with 
reeded glass. This system is ideal for integrating tech panels 
for room booking systems and more.  

Komfort|Koncept 
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Komfort’s partitioning systems 
achieve the highest performance 
credentials and when complemented 
by the Koncept range, they serve 
much more than just a practical 
solution. Allow your imagination to 
run free and whatever your idea, 
however conceptual, get in touch 
with one of our advisors today to 
realise your vision.

Komfort|Koncept

www.komfort.com
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Specifier Support Hotline 

Tel: +44 (0)1213 322550 

Email: specifiersupport@komfort.co.uk

Birmingham Sales Office/Head Office 

Tel: +44 (0)1213 322560 

Email: headoffice@komfort.com 

Email: midland-sales@komfort.com

Crawley Sales Office 

Tel: +44 (0)1403 390300 

Email: general@komfort.com 

Email: southern.estimating@komfort.com

Leeds/Scotland Sales Office 

Tel: +44 (0)1133 956565 

Email: northern-sales@komfort.com 

Email: northern.estimating@komfort.com
© Komfort 


